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         HIGHLIGHTS: 
          
         - Treaty 7 
         - Stresses closeness of Indian to nature and the need to retain 
         the Indian religions. 
                   
         All right, I will tell you now what I know about Treaty No. 7.  I 
         can say that I have a good memory of the stories told to me 
         about the past.  I have lived a good length of time and I have 
         experienced some of what has happened in the past. 
          
         Now about the treaty time, I was told, that Crowfoot, Red Crow 
         and Sitting on Eagle-Tail Feathers were our head men then and 
         represented our people at the peace talks when dealings began 
         with "Tall Man" (David Laird) and members of the North West 
         Mounted Police.  The government people promised us with an 
         oath, that as long as nature would exist, the sun, rivers, 
         mountains, trees, grass - government promises and good health 
         will always be extended to you, until nature terminates.  The 
         sun ceases to shine , nature exists no more, the benefits will 
         likewise end.  That is when twelve dollars was promised to each 
         person.  These were the words of "Tall Man".  As these words of 
         solemn promises were announced, members of the government and 
         our chiefs and people were present and heard these words as 
         they were spoken. 
          
         Afterwards the next treaty payments of only five dollars was 
         paid out.  The remaining seven dollars was to have been set 
         aside for future benefit of the people.  This was told to me. 



          
         Ammunition was also promised, this was never carried out.  We 
         remained peaceful as this was one of the stipulations of our 
         treaty.  We kept it. 
          
         When everyone agreed to the treaty terms, all those involved, 
         our chiefs and all the government people there agreed.  The 
         peace pipe was lit; "Tall Man" smoked with our chiefs.  (The 
         peace pipe being the symbol of strong and honest words - 
         promises that are to be kept.)  That is how my father told me 
         the ceremony of the first treaty and payment was like, he was there. 
          
         He has never forgotten the treaty promises as they had been 
         handed from generation to generation. 
          
         Concerning food rations - flour and meat were the main items.  
         The flour was mixed with a chemical. 
          
         Today the landmarks of our past generations still could be 
         found.  They were people of nature, they roamed this land as 
         they pleased, the land was ours.  As far back as our ancestors 
         could recall during the dog days we had always lived with nature.          
         All of our needs were derived from the earth to make our 
         livelihood.  These included rocks, timber, water, rests, 
         berries and buffalo and other game. 
          
         All forms of natural resources were used in the performance of 
         religious ceremonies. 
          
         Today I am still alive to witness and to take part in religious 
         functions of our culture, such as the Horn Society and Sundance. 
          
         I was a very young child when I began to hear about the times 
         of the past.  Today I, for one, pray in the way of my 
         ancestors.  The old timers are slowly leaving our younger 
         people, and my wish is that they retain our history.  That they 
         do not forget it.  I also hope that they might someday benefit 
         from unfilled promises made to our people. 
          
         Education and religious teachings have all been with us from 
         away back, these are very good. 
          
         I hope that the present generation and future generations will 
         always look to education for betterment in their lives.  That 
         is all I have to tell you of the past.     
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